
Comrise, Inc. Announces Exclusive Partnership
with RightFit Data Intelligence, Inc.
Comrise will become the exclusive staffing industry user of RightFit's RightView and JobView
products.

HAZLET, NJ, USA, July 7, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Comrise Inc., an international staffing and
consulting company, is pleased to announce today that it has signed an agreement with RightFit Data
Intelligence, Inc. to become the exclusive staffing industry user of Rightfit’s cutting edge resume
database visualization and search product RightView. The deal also includes industry exclusive use
of RightFit’s JobView career portal visualization technology.

“Comrise has a long history of technical innovation in the staffing industry,” said Shelly Carolan,
President of Comrise USA. “Our partnership with RightFit continues this tradition by providing our
team with the tools needed to find the hidden talent our competitors can’t.” 

Robert Bigini, VP of Product at RightFit Data Intelligence stated, “We look forward to a great
partnership with Comrise. Exclusive access to our industry leading search visualization products will
give them a tremendous advantage in a competitive sector.”  

RightView utilizes advanced clustering algorithms to generate a visualization of common terms
appearing in search results. Its super-simplified search interface allows recruiters to more efficiently
mine their candidate pools and gain valuable insights. JobView applies this technology to career
portals, making it easier for job seekers to find and apply for relevant positions. 

About Comrise:
Comrise is the bridge to first-rate talent for organizations that recognize the value of human capital.
With locations in the U.S., China, and Hong Kong, we help our clients reach far and wide for both
local and international resources which yield the highest returns on their investments. Headquartered
in New Jersey since 1984, Comrise has been delighting our clients by focusing on customer
satisfaction, innovation and cost-effective staffing and human capital management solutions.

About RightFit Data Intelligence:
RightFit’s mission is to utilize big data and statistical methodology to radically improve the hiring
process at all stages. Our team of data scientists, engineers, and staffing experts have developed
products which empower hiring professionals to more effectively search and analyze their resume
pools. Our visualization technology and vastly simplified user interface helps both the job seeker and
recruiter cut through the bloat to find each other. RightFit’s products are bringing hiring success to
companies both large and small.
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